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Is there any other work for the poet but a good journal?
Thoreau, Journal X: 115
Why rake up old MSS to find therein a man's soul? You do
not look for conversation in a corpse.
Emerson, Journals and Miscellaneous Notebooks V: 337
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Preface

In November of 1984, Harold Bloom published in the New York
Review of Books an article about Emerson called "Mr. America." The
title promises, and the article performs, a canonization; the canonization marks a moment in our history. We have freed ourselves
from the sage of Concord, the bland and simplistic optimist; in his
place we have found our contemporary, a precursor and spiritual
colleague of Nietzsche, a living writer of great power and interest, the
man Bloom describes as the "inescapable theorist of virtually all subsequent American writing." 1 This is all to the good, and Bloom in this
article and elsewhere2 has demonstrated by the quality of his attention to Emerson just how much we have to gain from such a conception. But while deliberately driving nails into the coffin of one false
Emerson, Bloom offhandedly tidies the bust of another; he does away
with Emerson the fuzzy thinker but retains Emerson the failed artist,
writing that "[Emerson's] true genre was no more the lecture than it
had been the sermon . . . and certainly not the essay, though that is
his only formal achievement, besides a double handful of strong poems."3 This reflects the most tenacious of all our beliefs about Emer1. "Mr. America," New York Review of Books 21: 18, November 22, 1984, 19.
2. "The Freshness of Transformation: or Emerson on Influence," ATQ 21: 45-56
(also in David Levin, ed., Emerson: Prophecy, Metamorphosis, and Influence E[New
York: Columbia University Press, 1975], pp. 129-48, and A Map of Misreading [New
York: Oxford University Press], pp. 160-92); and "Emerson: The Self-Reliance of
American Romanticism," in Figures of Capable Imagination (New York: Continuum,
1976), pp. 46-64.
3. Bloom, "Mr. America," p. 20.

